
8,000-10,000 lb Capacity 
Electric Pneumatic Tire

C-B



Energized  
to Excel
Indoors  
and Out
Crown’s C-B Series pneumatic tire forklift 
is energized with 80 volts of pure electric 
power. These forklifts offer the capacity 
and stability often associated with internal 
combustion trucks. These capabilities 
allow C-B Series forklifts to perform a 
variety of demanding tasks for both indoor 
and outdoor applications with ease. 

All-Day Comfort.  
Precision Control. 
Crown C-B Series forklifts are equipped with extra legroom, adjustable suspension seat and an ergonomic design 
that support operator comfort—for each task throughout the shift. Instinctive controls are within easy reach to inspire 
operator confidence and safe operation.

Premium Adjustable Seat (optional) 
A full suspension Grammer comfort seat can accommodate individual 
operator preferences. An optional integrated heating system is also available.

Intuitive Instrument Panel
Easy-to-read display
shows operators important
information. Performance
setting changes are simple
and quick.

Fingertip Controls (optional)
Quick, comfortable and precise—fingertip controls make 
operating the new C-B Series effortless and efficient.

Hydraulic Controls
Manual levers are the standard 
hydraulic controls for the C-B 
series. Fingertip controls are 
also available as an option.

Convenience Tray 
An accessible storage tray 
also houses a USB charging 
port, 12V power supply and a 
cup holder.

Excellent Visibility  
  Overhead guard design 
adds strength for safety and 
allows for a clear upward 
view for operators.

   Hydraulic hoses and chains 
arranged strategically close 
to the mast uprights and 
provide a wide-open view.

 Optional Tilt Position Assist

 Optional large dual mirrors

  Standard LED work lights

Emergency Switch
One-hand operation enables operators to easily enable the 
emergency switch while keeping a hand on the steering wheel.
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Crown’s Proven  
Service and Support
Crown support begins long before the lift truck leaves the factory. Our integrated approach to service 
provides an exceptional user experience to our customers—before, during and after the sale.

Easy to Access Components 
Toolless panel removal allows for 
quick checks and easy access 
for service.
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AC Controllers
Reliable AC controllers provide 
a dependable combination of 
power and  performance. 
IP65-rated controllers are 
reliable and well proven in 
tough applications.

Rugged and Reliable
Dual drive units and motors 
deliver powerful, smooth 
operation. Fully enclosed,  
oil-cooled dual disc brake 
assemblies prevent 
contamination for exceptional 
stopping power and long life.

AC Motors 
Virtually maintenance-free  
IP54-rated AC drive and pump 
motors efficiently deliver high 
power and torque for smooth 
and quiet operation. 

Crown Equipment Corporation
crown.com

You can count on Crown to sell lift trucks

designed for safe operation, but that’s

only part of the safety equation. Crown

encourages safe operating practices through 

ongoing operator training, safety-focused  

supervision, maintenance and a safe working 

environment. Go to crown.com and view our 

safety section to learn more.


